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Teaching Portfolio Task: CREATING A CROSSLINGUISTIC SIMILARITY TASK

1. a) I believe activity that could be used with young learners is activity 1, but the teacher 
should make sure that students understand the terms in their native language, because even 
if they are similar to Polish words some of them may be too abstract or difficult to 
understand for young learners (e.g. determination). 
However, if the texts in activity 3 were shorter and students were not asked to fill in the 
tables, but simply try to intuitevely recognise the language and if they were used in a 
classroom context where there are children from different language backgrounds, the 
activity could enrich the lesson and sensitize learners to the existence of crosslinguistic 
similarities to a great extent. 

I think all the activities are suitable to use with teenagers and adults, although activity 1 
could be used as a warm up as it is simple in structure and could be considered childish by 
those groups, whereas activity 2 and 3 could be very challenging, especially if students were
not exposed to other foreign languages. 

b) In my opinion what matters more than students language level is the settings in which 
they are learning. If it is a bilingual school with students from different language 
backgrounds it is more probable that learners were exposed to other languages and will find 
the activities interesting, involving and useful. If English is the only foreign language they 
study, only activity 1 will work well in such context, while others may cause blank stare or 
they might feel discouraged. However, it is still worth trying, because learners might 
surprise us and have some knowledge that we do not expect them to have or they may be 
interested in learning completely new things. I would use activity 1 with pre-intermediate 
students as it requires saying simple sentences, activity 2 with intermediate or upper-
intermediate students as it requires more skills and and activity 3 with intermediate or upper-
intermediate students as it requires being able to search information independently and 
discuss. 

c) I believe each activity focuses on vocabulary, but on different aspects of it. Activity 1 
focuses on making students aware of the existence of cognates and recognising them, 
activity 2 on borrowings, whereas activity 3 focuses on vocabulary and crosslinguistic 
similarity recognition. 

d) The teacher should prepare learners for crosslinguistic similarity tasks. It would be a good
idea to talk about languages and similarities/differences between them on the occasion of 
European Day of Languages (26th September), however it can be intruduced in any other 
time as well. The teacher may decide to teach explicitly about languages and differences 
between them or in a form of guided discovery for students. The teacher may also take 
advantage of the fact that some students might come from different language backgrounds 
and they might be eager to share some interesting facts or words from their languages. 

e) I would use activity 1 as a warm-up activity, activity 2 as the whole lesson exploration 
and activity 3 could be one of the lessons from the sequence of lessons where students do a 
project or explore the topic in small groups.



2. Crosslinguistic similarity activity

1. Students are divided into groups of 3 or 4.
2. Teacher gives a handout with a T-chart. On the left it says 'positive' and on the right 

'negative'.
3. Teacher explains that students will receive pieces of paper with the adjectives in different 

languages. Their task is to decide if the words they received are positive or negative 
features. 

Adjectives used: 

ENGLISH: optimistic, depressed, active, talented, naive
GERMAN: interessant, aggressiv, attraktive, kreativ, fantastisch 
SPANISH: ambicioso, egoísta, puntual, perfecto, educado
ITALIAN: simpatico, intelligente, nervoso, stressato, falso
CZECH: veselý, příjemný, moudrý, smutný, zlomyslný

optimistic  depressed active talented naive

interessant aggressiv attraktive kreativ fantastisch 

 educado egoísta puntual perfecto ambicioso

simpatico  intelligente nervoso stressato FALSO

veselý příjemný moudrý smutný zlomyslný


